
 

Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 
 

 

Things to Consider…. 
 
 US livestock and meat trade data reported pork exports 
for October higher, which is seasonally expected. US 
pork exports at 521 million rose 56 million pounds from 
September levels, 12% over the previous report. This 
brings total US pork exports 19 million pounds over year 
ago levels or nearly 4% higher than last year.  
 
        US pork exports to China reported the greatest 
increase in terms of volume during the month of 
October, accounting for nearly half of the overall rise on 
the report. Well above typical monthly levels, exports to 
China remain strong, 267% over last year and the 
highest for the month of October in 8 years. South Korea 
also increased significantly, up another 13.5 million 
pounds from last reported. Notably, US pork to 
Colombia rose near 8 million pounds while Japan and 
Australia were each up around 6 million pounds from 
September levels.  
 
        Pork exports to Mexico and Canada fell in 
comparison to the figures previously reported for 
September, down 7 and 4.5 million pounds respectively. 
Typically US pork exports to Mexico climb from 
September into October, however monthly volume to 
the country has fallen for the fourth consecutive report 
(July through October) and continues at levels 
considerably lower than seen in more recent years. 
 
        Pork production was higher overall for the weeks of 
October, averaging 570 million pounds or 40 million 
pounds higher per week from the weeks of September. 
For comparison, September averaged 531 million 
pounds, a rise of 24 million/week from the weeks of 
August. Exports as a percent of production for the 
month of October decreased approximately 3% to 18%, 
with the YTD average at 22%. 
 
China*: Mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong 
 
After nearly 2 months of negativity lean hog futures 
appear to be bottoming and have managed minor gains 
since the start of December.  Producers should continue 
to be patient when considering adding to protection for 
2020. 
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Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Regional and CME cash hog values improved most of the 
week, while national values rose daily on good volume 
early on which dropped to a moderate amount of cash 
bids mid-to-late week. Regional cash was reported lower 
Friday, while CME cash by comparison fell at the start of 
the week. Wholesale pork values varied throughout the 
week, with the average value of bellies pulling pork 
cutout $0.44/cwt under the previous week's average.  
 

 
 

 

Monitored Canadian hog markets were generally down $1 to $2.50 per hog from week ago levels. The Sig 
5 was the only Canadian market to improve, up $2.50/hog as it was supported higher by a $6.75/hog jump 
in the Sig 3. Values out of Ontario, Hylife and the OlyW 19 were each down near $1/hog, while the Sig 4 
was down closer to $2/hog. Values out of Quebec weakened the most from the previous week, down 
$2.50/hog however remains the strongest among monitored Canadian markets. In the US, Tyson values 
improved $1/hog while JM rose $6/hog on the strength in regional cash markets. 
 

 
 

 
 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Monitored hog margins were generally weaker on the lower rate of exchange and further pressured by a 
rise in feed costs. Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs rose $0.65/hog while those in the monitored US 
region climbed $0.50/hog from a week earlier.  
 
Margins out of Quebec weakened the most from week ago levels, down $3/hog however continues to 
be the only monitored market to record positive margins. Sig 4 hog margins weakened $2.50/hog, while 
those out of the OlyW 19, Hylife and Ontario each fell shy of $2/hog. In the US, hog margins calculated 
out of Tyson improved near $1.50/hog while JM strengthened $5.50/hog from a week earlier. 
 

 
US Regional Margins 

• Tyson: $ (28.01) USD X 1.3250 = $ (37.11) in Canadian Dollars 

• Morrell: $ (31.60) USD X 1.3250 = $ (41.87) in Canadian Dollars 
 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the time of 
the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means without 
permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the accuracy, 
reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


